STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the symbol (X) to your choice(s) like this: X

FEDERAL OFFICES

President and Vice President: Vote for One Team

Barack Obama and Joe Biden

Constitutional Amendment

CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL HERITAGE, AND NATURAL AREAS

YES

NO

COUNTY OFFICES

COUNTY COMMISSIONER DISTRICT 1

DAVID KIRBALL

LARRY FARMER

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE

INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 728

ELK RIVER

ANDRE HUFF

JANELL HENRY

SUE MARIE FARMER

JAY L. KLEESTER

HOLLY MALONE THOMPSON

SCHOOL DISTRICT QUESTION

SPECIAL ELECTION

INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 728

ELK RIVER

YES

NO

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT
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INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, complete the form and return it to your precinct like this:

JUDICIAL OFFICES

SUPREME COURT

ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 3

VOTE FOR ONE

DOUGLAS R. NESLOM

REPRESENTANT

ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 4

VOTE FOR ONE

RICHARD C. ELLIG

REPRESENTANT

ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 5

VOTE FOR ONE

CARLA H. HAMANN

REPRESENTANT

ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 6

VOTE FOR ONE

SUSAN M. HERNBERG

REPRESENTANT

JUDGMENT (9)

VOTE FOR ONE

JACQUELYN A. RIGGS

REPRESENTANT

COURT OF APPEALS

JUDGE 16

VOTE FOR ONE

DAN GRIFFITH

REPRESENTANT

JUDGE 17

VOTE FOR ONE

TERESA L. STONEBURNER

REPRESENTANT

JUDGE 18

VOTE FOR ONE

EDWARD TROUSSAINT, JR.

REPRESENTANT

JUDGE 19

VOTE FOR ONE

MATT R. KALTOWSKI

REPRESENTANT

JUDGE 20

VOTE FOR ONE

ROGER W. KLAPWICK

REPRESENTANT

JUDGE 21

VOTE FOR ONE

HARLEY LAYING

REPRESENTANT

JUDGE 22

VOTE FOR ONE

KEVIN G. ROSS

REPRESENTANT

JUDGE 23

VOTE FOR ONE

B. WILLIAM EKSTROM

REPRESENTANT

JUDGE 24

VOTE FOR ONE

BARRY A. SULLIVAN

REPRESENTANT

JUDGE 25

VOTE FOR ONE

THOMAS D. HAYES

REPRESENTANT

10TH DISTRICT COURT

JUDGE 36

VOTE FOR ONE

ELLEN LOUISE MAAS

REPRESENTANT

JUDGE 37

VOTE FOR ONE

ALAN F. PENDLETON

REPRESENTANT

JUDGE 38

VOTE FOR ONE

JAMES F. (Jim) REUTER

REPRESENTANT

JUDGE 39

VOTE FOR ONE

GREGORY G. GALLINGER

REPRESENTANT

10TH DISTRICT COURT

JUDGE 32

VOTE FOR ONE

SUSAN R. BYLES

REPRESENTANT

JUDGE 33

VOTE FOR ONE

MICHAEL J. O’DIE

REPRESENTANT

JUDGE 34

VOTE FOR ONE

CHRISTOPHER L. RICHARDS

REPRESENTANT

JUDGE 35

VOTE FOR ONE

JONATHAN R. JASPER

REPRESENTANT

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT

U.S. Senate

Mention of any candidate is not an indication of endorsement or opposition by the Alexandria-Benton County Democratic-Farmer-Labor Party.